Tough Choice

Paul Hammans, certified acting superintendent for The Rim Club in Payson, Ariz., says the decision about which half of the split fairway to play is the hardest decision golfers have to make on the course's 5th hole.

The 328-yard par 4 presents myriad options. If players hit their tee shots left of the trees and natural grasses, they have a shorter route to the green but have to contend with a narrower fairway and a pond. To the right, they must contend with big bunkers and a longer route to the hole, but the second shot is easier.

"You're not going to pull out your driver on this hole because it's not overly long," Hammans says. "When I play, I pull out my three wood and hit it to the right."

Hammans says the hole is fairly easy to maintain. The course uses a sulphur burner to keep the pond clean and the bunkers need to be trimmed. But there are the elk.

"They sure like to party at night," Hammans says. "They'll stand in the bunker and eat the tall grass along the edges, and they leave their droppings everywhere."
THE ONE RELATIONSHIP THAT’S BUILT TO LAST.

If you want a truck that’ll last, the Turf-Truckster® is the only choice. It’s the most powerful vehicle in its class, featuring a 32 hp, liquid-cooled EFI engine and the highest-rated payload capacity of any turf truck. The standard ground-speed governor provides the ability to maintain accurate speeds to accommodate the widest range of accessories and attachments available. Once behind the wheel, you’ll be impressed with its maneuverability. The Turf-Truckster sports an ultra-tight turning radius (20’ 2” outside turning circle) and offers the industry’s only (optional) automatic transmission. Plus, we’ve conveniently located the engine under the seat for easy access, as well as provided a walk-through cab that makes getting in and out of either side a cinch. It’s as simple as it gets to operate. And it’s as reliable as it gets to own. To learn more or for a dealer near you, call 1-888-922-TURF or visit www.textron turf.com.
computer use among superintendents grows each year, but it still appears to be less than 50 percent of the total group. Superintendents are notorious for not being eager to jump on new technology until it has been thoroughly tested by their peers. But personal computers have been around for nearly 30 years, so it’s time to accept them as an integral part of what we do.

Computers have had their largest effect on irrigation controllers. The first users muddled through MS-DOS commands and navigated the directories to program their systems. The rapid evolution of software design now has superintendents simply pointing and clicking to select everything from run times to reports.

Beyond irrigation systems, however, superintendents have been considerably slower to embrace the computer as a daily management tool. I estimate that only 30 percent to 40 percent of the superintendents are online and computer literate. PC technology shouldn’t be something that superintendents fear.

The number of superintendents using computers rises annually, as the average age of superintendents drops and younger superintendents with computer training fill the ranks. If those superintendents of the baby-boomer generation want to survive, they need to take the plunge into the world of modern technology. If they do, they’ll be able to take advantage of all the bells and whistles available to promote their knowledge and experience.

However, many superintendents refuse to get with the program, and I think I know why. I give you the ...

**Top 20 Reasons Superintendents Don’t Use Computers.**

20. Carl Spackler solved his problems without a computer.
19. You can’t erase paper records with a single keystroke.
18. Superintendents think Pentium III is a post-emergent herbicide and that Pentium IV is the latest version containing a surfactant.
17. Computers don’t talk back, but they don’t always obey your commands either.
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**Why We Don’t Use Computers**

**BY JOEL JACKSON**

16. Paper records not affected by power failures or lightning strikes.
15. They’d rather get sunburned than carpal tunnel syndrome
14. Superintendents think RAM is a Dodge pick-up truck.
13. The equipment tech can’t fix a computer glitch with a hammer and a can of spray paint.
12. Superintendents would rather rev up a piece of equipment than boot it up.
11. They can’t download virus and worm protection to the greens.
10. They think a hard drive is a two-day car trip to a conference (or a 220-yard tee shot over water).
9. The boomer generation can’t even program its VCRs, let alone run Microsoft Office ‘98.
8. Superintendents would rather spend budget dollars on Milorganite than megabytes.
7. Most superintendents took Turf 101 in college, not Typing 101.
6. For most superintendents, it takes more time to enter records using the hunt-and-peck typing method than to write it down.
5. Superintendents think the DeskJet is a portable aerifier.
4. Superintendents think a version upgrade means going to a Ford Explorer from an F-150.
3. E-commerce may be available 24/7, but superintendents would miss grapevine gossip and free lunches under the old system.
2. Software and computer operating systems change more often than the green chairman changes his mind.

*And the No. 1 reason superintendents don’t use computers:*

1. After 10 hours on the golf course, you’d rather go home instead of going to a home page.

Joel Jackson, CGCS, retired from Disney’s golf division in 1997 and is director of communications for the Florida GCSA.

---

**Shades Of Green**

**OPINION**

---
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Is e-commerce unplugged?

The dot-coms have discovered that superintendents are in no rush to change the way they do business.

BY LARRY AYLWARD, EDITOR

ike Scott is laughing, but you can tell it's a hollow and humble laugh. "That's a little embarrassing," admits Scott, founder and CEO of San Diego-based Golfsat Inc., upon learning that his company's Web site, golfsat.com, was not functioning for nearly a week. "I didn't even know the site was down."

For about five days in early August, you could type "www.golfsat.com" on your Internet browser, and the site wouldn't appear. Yes, that's the same Golfsat that took the GCSAA show by storm in New Orleans two years ago with an unprecedented marketing blitz by a dot-com company in the golf course maintenance industry. That's the same Golfsat that set out to change the way the industry does business by lobbying superintendents and suppliers to come to its site so it could initiate product sales between them. That's the same Golfsat that offered superintendents an assortment of cyber goodies, including computers, to lure them to its site.

A year ago, in the midst of Golfsat's marketing push and pilot program, Scott would have probably had a meltdown if the site had crashed for five days. But not today. In fact, despite his embarrassment, Scott admits that golfsat.com's August disappearing act was no big deal.

"It reflects the attention we're giving to our site," he says. "We've been ignoring it for some time because our focus is now on licensing our technology to various suppliers."

With $9.5 million already invested in the company, Scott is taking Golfsat in another direction. The company is now licensing its technology to industry suppliers and distributors to help them build their own customized Web sites complete with e-commerce capabilities. "Our primary objective is to use Web-based technology to bring efficiencies and enhance communications with distributors, manufacturers and their business systems," Scott says.
In the past three years, superintendents have watched the evolution of several third-party e-commerce companies, such as golfsat.com, which tried to attract them to their sites with news, weather, technical information and e-mail. The e-commerce companies counted on superintendents to purchase equipment, chemicals and other goods from the industry suppliers they featured on their sites so they could garner 3-percent to 5-percent transaction fees on the sales.

But Scott realizes the e-commerce scheme that Golfsat and several other dot-com companies introduced to the industry has fizzled like a cheap firecracker on Independence Day. Most superintendents, whether they’re from the computer generation or not, weren’t interested in purchasing goods from Web sites operated by third-party vendors. Suppliers were also skeptical. They weren’t sure if they wanted to sell their products on sites that also featured the competition’s goods. Suppliers also didn’t want to share private sales data with e-commerce vendors.

One thing is for sure: E-commerce in the golf course maintenance industry is about as steady as a puny rowboat on rough seas.

Golfsat is not the only dot-com company that has struggled. After failing to sell items on its site, Lyons, Colo.-based GolfSolutions Inc. (golfsolutions.com) also did an about face and is now licensing its technology.

Other dot-com sites are missing in action. pgcgv.com is lost in cyberspace — its site is down and the phone number of its president, Continued on page 26
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Kirk Sanders, has been disconnected. E-green-biz.com is a virtual ghost town — its online auction is not functioning, and its president and CEO John Cochran can't be reached via phone or e-mail.

Other sites appear abandoned. A news item on igreens.com, which utilized the “request for quote” e-commerce strategy, is about a call for entries for the 2001 Environmental Steward Awards. The entries were due last October.

Some sites never got off the ground. GCSAA had planned an exchange site in conjunction with XS Inc., which operates XSAg.com, an online site for farmers. According to the initial plan, GCSAA and XS would share a percentage of the online sales of selected goods made to superintendents. But the site never made it out of its pilot program after superintendents and suppliers rejected it. (GCSAA and XS have since revamped their approach and will introduce an online shopping mall.)

The bottom line is the bottom line, and it’s not performing for many industry e-commerce vendors. Hence, they’ve either packed it in or changed their strategies.

“It mirrors what’s happening in the overall Internet world,” says Jeff Bollig, GCSAA’s director of communications, pointing to the general demise of dot-com companies. “Everybody said the Internet is the hottest thing in the world, so they rushed in and threw money at it.”

Richie D’Ambrosio, superintendent of Olde Stonewall GC in Ellwood City, Pa., says he briefly thought about trying one of the third-party e-commerce sites two years ago but never did.

“I don’t see myself using it in the future,” D’Ambrosio adds. “It’s pretty cut-and-dried what I need and where I get it.”

What gives?
Many people, including a few superintendents, thought e-commerce would change the way the industry does business. So what happened? Why did most superintendents reject golfiat.com and other vendors?

One word — distributors. Many superintendents didn’t embrace e-commerce because they didn’t want to sacrifice relationships with their distributors.

D’Ambrosio says he’s known some of his distributors’ salespeople for 12 years, and he says they’ll be at his course on the double if he needs something in a rush. “Are you going to get that type of service through the Internet?” D’Ambrosio asks.

Scott says his intention with golfiat.com was to make transactions between buyers and sellers more efficient, but not at the expense of distributors. But Scott says superintendents still viewed golfiat.com as a threat to the superintendent/distributor relationship. He says superintendents wanted their salespeople to gain commissions on sales and believed they wouldn’t if they purchased products online.

“Distributors play invaluable roles,” Scott says, noting that superintendents rely on distributors for advice. “It’s a strong and established business relationship.”

There were two other grievances heard from superintendents, Scott says. They said golfiat.com didn’t have the suppliers they wanted, and the prices posted on golfiat.com weren’t the same as they’d been paying.

Dan Murnan, president of Edmonds, Wash.-based Cybergolf Business, operator of igreens.com, says he placed the site “on the back burner” last January because he realized superintendents weren’t going to change their buying habits. “We can’t change the way superintendents have done business the past 100 years,” Murnan says.

John Mueller, creator of GolfSolutions, says the hype of e-commerce may have confused superintendents.

“From day one, we said the Internet wasn’t going to kill the salesperson,” Mueller says.

Continued on page 28

No Shopping Spree Here
Most superintendents aren’t interested in purchasing golf course maintenance equipment and chemicals online, according to recent Golfdom research. Our survey reveals that 79 percent of superintendents use computers for work-related purposes, and that 41 percent of those superintendents said they’re likely or somewhat likely to make work-related purchases over the Internet in the next year. However, 28 percent of those superintendents said purchases would be for books and training materials, and 26 percent cited replacement parts.
Of course he would. After all, he knows that, in independent tests, will-fit bedknives lost an average of 25% more weight than John Deere bedknives. And during the same tests, will-fit reels and bedknives needed an average of 34% more adjuster movement than the John Deere brand. There are plenty of other good reasons why you should use genuine John Deere parts. And with FLASH™, the industry's only after hours, same-day shipping service, we can deliver a part to you 24 hours a day, seven days a week. For precision parts that are honed to perfection and made to last, call your John Deere Golf & Turf Distributor today.

Save up to 50% on genuine John Deere Parts, with no payments or interest for six months! For details, contact your John Deere Golf & Turf Distributor.

Subject to approved credit through John Deere Credit Revolving Plan - Commercial Use Account. $150 minimum. For commercial use only at participating John Deere Golf & Turf Distributors only. Offer expires March 15, 2002.
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Pete Salinetti, certified superintendent of Schuyler Meadows GC in Loudonville, N.Y., and a member of Golfsat's advisory board, believes e-commerce can work but stresses that distributors must play an integral part.

"I'm not going to buy a load of fertilizer from somewhere in Wisconsin to save a few hundred dollars," Salinetti says. "If anybody is going to get my money, it's the distributor here supporting me. Superintendents across the board feel the same way. They've developed professional relationships with their salespeople."

What now?

Many people, including Scott, believe the third-party e-commerce method is dead. "I'm absolutely convinced of that," Scott adds.

But that's not to say that the general concept of e-commerce is flat on its back. In fact, many people believe it can still thrive, and there are signs that it's working in the industry.

Andy Masciarell, president of Pompano Beach, Fla.-based Precision Small Engine Co., has had some success with his site, precisionusa.com, which offers about 150,000 golf course equipment replacement parts for sale online. Has Masciarella struck e-commerce gold with his parts approach?

"We're getting more play, but it's still nowhere near what we hoped it would be," he says. "We get about 25 new superintendents who register every week. It doesn't sound like a lot, but we're pleased with it."

Tampa, Fla.-based golfbusiness.com, headed by the National Golf Course Owners Association and private investors, has had marginal success because it bills itself as a distributor. The site offers up to 15 percent savings on purchases by leveraging its supplier relationships and reducing transaction costs. The site has agreements with Helena Chemicals, Standard Golf, Pennington Seed and other companies to distribute their products.

"We're still here," says Jim Bailey, executive director of golfbusiness.com. "We're a little different. We don't make money on a set margin transaction; we make money on the actual margin of the product sale."

Rockville, Md.-based Avendra is also different. Formed earlier this year by Marriott International, Hyatt Hotels, ClubCorp USA, Bass Hotels & Resorts and Fairmont Hotels & Resorts, Avendra (avendra.com) is a huge procurement company, in which golf course maintenance is a part. ClubCorp suspended its own e-commerce site, e-purchase.net, to join Avendra. But Doug Fiedler, the company's vice president of program development and marketing, says Avendra is not strictly an e-commerce company.

"Our philosophy is to allow customers to do business the way they want to do business," Fiedler says. "So we allow them to do business face to face, over the phone, by fax or over the Internet."

Time will tell if GCSAA's new e-commerce initiative is successful. When GCSAA discov-
ered that superintendents and suppliers weren’t interested in its initial proposal, the association backed off to rethink its approach, Bollig says. At issue was that GCSAA should serve the needs of its members, not profit from them.

GCSAA and XS have since changed their approach. Later this year, GCSAA plans to introduce an online shopping mall, featuring suppliers’ Web sites. XS will create the format, but neither it nor GCSAA will profit on any sales.

“All the transactions that occur between buyers and sellers in the shopping mall will be between them,” Bollig says. “We’re not involved. The only money we’ll make is if we decide to charge anything for rental space (in the mall).”

Golfsat’s fate is also unknown. Scott says the company’s new approach is going well. In August, Scott was closing a deal to raise $5 million to inject into the “new” site.

“But we’ve had to tear down the company and rebuild it,” he says. “Our needs are different now.”

Mueller says GolfSolutions’ new approach — it now offers its development, hardware and advisory services to superintendents and suppliers — is “going slower than we want.”

“We’ve found in the golf business that everything is slower in terms of technological migration,” Mueller adds.

No major equipment and chemical companies have emerged as e-commerce juggernauts. Whether that industry segment pursues the Internet as a business opportunity is also unknown.

**There’s hope**

Despite the gloomy news, there are optimists who believe e-commerce will flourish in the appropriate structure. Scott says it’s vital that suppliers and distributors convince superintendents that it’s OK for them to purchase products online.

“A salesman needs to tell a superintendent, ‘If you need to order something from me but you can’t reach me, just get on our Web site and order it,’” he says. “But it will take many years before superintendents as a whole are comfortable placing any orders online. It will be up to distributors to determine how much they want to encourage their customers to order from them online.”

Last year, Salinetti said e-commerce would change the way most superintendents do business in the next five years. Salinetti stands by his statement, but he reiterates that it’s vital for distributors to be part of any e-commerce mix if it’s going to be successful. Salinetti believes third-party e-commerce sites, as well as industry suppliers, will eventually have their day.

“This industry is loaded with a lot of well-educated, aggressive and computer-literate young guys,” Salinetti says. “At some point, e-commerce will become a part of our everyday life.”

---

They both climb hills and eat grass, but the one on the right is easy to ride.

When it comes to getting over steep terrain, the National 8400 is a pro. Banks and mounds don’t slow it down, and it climbs hills that other mowers can’t. A hydrostatic drive and independent reel speed make it a breeze to operate—all in a very affordable package. And unlike goats, the 8400 is quite comfortable to sit on. Why pay more to climb less? Got hills? Think National.
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**King of the Hill!**
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Gadget guru Christopher Sykes, superintendent of Cherokee CC in Knoxville, Tenn., looks like he might need an assistant to carry around the technological equipment he depends on daily.